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Book Title:  The Richest Man In Babylon 

Author:   George S Classon 

Brief Summary: This book taught me the principles of creating, growing and keeping wealth. It is a must read for 

everyone starting out with their 1st Income check. I love the fact that it sets the principle of saving and 

investing in motion from the very beginning. No longer do I need to wait to be rich. I can start NOW 

 

Chapter-By-Chapter Summary 

Chapter Summary Probing Questions & Action 
Steps 

1 -  
A Historical 
sketch of 

Babylon 

 

This chapter gives us an insight into the city of Babylon.  In a nutshell, we could say it 

was a city filled with highly skilled people. They earned their reputation by making 
waves in science and technology and at the same time were very shrewd with money. 

The culture suggests a respect for money and independence.  This chapter is 
important as it will provide us perspective in future chapters. It ends with the 
following: 

"Money is the medium by which earthly success is measured. Money makes possible 
the enjoyment of the best the earth affords. Money is plentiful for those who 
understand the simple laws which govern its acquisition. Money is governed today by 
the same laws which controlled it when prosperous men thronged the streets of 
Babylon, six thousand years ago." 

 

Babylon, as described here did not 

have many natural resources. Its main 
resource was its people, yet it 

thrived… 
1. What excuse holds me back? 
2. What resource is intrinsic to 

me, and not my environment? 
 

2 -  
The Man who 

desired Gold 

 

I love this story of Bansir and Kobbi! After working for so long, they finally see the 
futility of their endeavours. I can relate to these words 'I wish to own lands and 
cattle, to have fine robes and coins in my purse. I am willing to work for these things 
with all the strength in my back, with all the skill in my hands, with all the cunning in 
my mind, but I wish my labors to be fairly rewarded. What is the matter with us?' - 
can you? 
My aha moment of the chapter - 'a man's wealth is not in the purse he carries. A fat 
purse quickly empties if there be no golden stream to refill it', showing that your 

Just like the 2 friends came to a 
realisation that their lot will not 

change until their knowledge 
improves, 

1. What is holding you back from 
being your best self? 

2. Who do you know that can help 

fill your knowledge gaps? 
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wealth should not be totally accessible.  In the midst of Bansir's sorrow, I'm pleased 
he came to the realisation of why he probably didn't become rich as evidenced by 
these words - 'Thou makest me to realize the reason why we have never found any 
measure of wealth. We never sought it.'.  
My conclusion is that lack of knowledge and a search from it will rob us of the 

possible income that we might have earned! 
 

3 -  
The Richest 

Man in 
Babylon  

 

 

In this chapter, we are introduced to Arkard - a generous, disciplined and accountable 
man who gained knowledge from Algamish  (The money lender). Again, like Bansir & 

Kobbi, he realised he was lacking in ‘wealth knowledge’ and was willing to pay the 
price for it. Can you imagine him working all night, to please the money lender? It 

was a simple strategy - he didn't have much, but what he had, he was willing to 
exchange for what He needed! 
 

He did learn and what he learnt is summarised below: 
1. Pay yourself first! Take a portion of what you earn and put it aside. We are 

reminded of the example that putting aside just 10% means you have an extra 'pay 
packet' after 10months or 10years! 

2. Once this has accumulated, invest it wisely. Avoid the temptation to invest with 
someone who is 'nice' and choose investors based on reputation and skill. Also the 
words "A small return and a safe one is far more desirable than risk" must be taken 

into account for every investment. 
3. Also the chapter hints at life insurance as a way of guaranteeing your family is 

sustained when you're no longer here. Think of this "Provide also that thy family may 
not want should the Gods call thee to their realms. For such protection it is always 

possible to make provision with small payments at regular intervals" 
 
In summarising the lessons learnt, Algamish said of Arkard - "You first learned to live 
upon less than you could earn. Next you learned to seek advice from those who were 
competent through their own experiences to give it. And, lastly, you have learned to 
make gold work for you." 
 

Valuable lessons are taught in this 
chapter and it is essential that we 

apply this to our life. 
1. What is 10% of your income? 

Do you have a separate 
account you can send this to 
regularly? 

2. Do you have life cover that 
ensures your family is taken 

care of when you are no longer 
here? 
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4 –  
Seven Cures 
Of A Lean 

Purse 

 

This chapter showed us that Babylon was not always a rich city, but that "The riches 
of Babylon were the results of the wisdom of its people. They first had to learn how 
to become wealthy" 
 
We learnt the 7 laws that helps us better our lot. 

1. Start thy purse to fattening (save)- start by utilizing that source of wealth which he 
already has established. Put away 10% of all u earn.  
2. Control your expenditures (budget)-  explore strict with your budget.  If u earned 

less, you would still survive 
3. Make your hold multiply  (invest) - a man's wealth is not in the coins he carries in 

his purse; it is the income he buildeth, the golden stream that continually floweth into 
his purse and keepeth it always bulging.  

4. Guard your treasures from loss (risk adverse) - make small returns in a sure place 
and use advice of experts. 
5. Make your dwelling a profitable investment (own your home) -  

6. Insure a future income (insurance). Put aside something to cater for when you are 
unable to work 

7. Increase your income (extra) - enlist personal development/growth to improve tour 
worth and develop earn you more. 

 

Its implementation day! I tried to 
make this into an acronym that’s easy 
to remember without much luck . 

The key thing is to implement these 
lessons in our daily life. 

SBIRHIE or as I prefer, SHIRIBE (my 
own word or acronym ) 

5 –  
Meet the 
goddess of 

luck 

 

In this chapter, Arkard is once again tasked with teaching the principles of wealth and 

of particular interest in today's discussion is the word LUCK. Many had assumed the 
goddess of luck, Ashtar would somehow bestow good fortune on them through 

gambling or betting and even insinuated this might have been one of the sources of 
Arkard's riches.  

The banter turned into narration of stories of how luck had evaded the men.... 
First we hear from the merchant who was encouraged by His father to make an 
investment in a land scheme. Rather than seize the opportunity, he used the money 

to buy robes from the east, which were then in fashion at the time...he later realised 
the error of his ways when that investment opportunity yielded a lot more than 

predicted. 
Secondly we hear the story of the Animal seller. Because of his hesitation to make a 

decision, he lost a lot of money. He would have easily made 300% return on his 
investment in just one night!!! 

1. What opportunities have you 

missed out on or are about to 
miss out on? 

2. Is it necessary for you to learn 
more about investment 

opportunities so you can seize 
them when they come? 
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The chapter ends with the concussion that "Good luck can be enticed by accepting 
opportunity" and that Procrastination (a habit of needless delaying where action was 
required, action prompt and decisive) will thwart the advancement of any such 

luck. My biggest take in this chapter is to make QUICK & WISE CALCULATED 
decisions, rather than wait endlessly for 'luck' that might never show up.  

The 2 quotes to corroborate this lesson are 
1. "No man can arrive at a full measure of success until he hath completely crushed 
the spirit of procrastination within him?" 

2. "From our discussion have I learned that to attract good luck to oneself, it is 
necessary to take advantage of opportunities" 

 

6 –  
5 laws of gold 

 

"A bag heavy with gold or a clay tablet carved with words of wisdom; if thou hadst 
thy choice, which wouldst thou choose?" This was the main point of the story in this 
chapter as told by Kalabab 
 
We see how Nomisair’s costly horse betting ruined him, simply because he associated 

with the wrong crew. Later he engaged in a bad investments by partnering with an 
unskilled person. He came to the conclusion that "had I but sought wisdom first, my 
gold would not have been lost to me."  For this reason, he came to pride the wisdom 
stones above gold. While gold can be lost, the wisdom to create or re-create them will 
make the difference in life. Here is what was carved on the stones: 

 
1. Gold cometh gladly and in increasing quantity to any man who will put by not less 

than one-tenth of his earnings to create an estate for his future and that of his family 
(Put aside 10% to create an estate for your family) 

2. Gold laboreth diligently and contentedly for the wise owner who finds for it 
profitable employment, multiplying even as the flocks of the field. (Invest wisely ) 
3. Gold clingeth to the protection of the cautious owner who invests it under the 

advice of men wise in its handling. (Seek advice of experts before investing) 
4. Gold slippeth away from the man who invests it in businesses or purposes with 

which he is not familiar or which are not approved by those skilled in its keep. (You 
lose money when u are not wise in investment) 

5. Gold flees the man who would force it to impossible earnings or who followeth the 
alluring advice of tricksters and schemers or who trusts it to his own inexperience and 

Today’s thought centers around 
‘spotting the gap’. I want this to be 
the focus cos we have covered the 

rest in previous chapters. 
 

Before you go to bed today, ask ‘What 
needs are around me and how can I 

solve them?’ 
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romantic desires in investment. (Do not gamble or seek unreasonable means of 
making money) 
 

"In the strength of thine own desires is a magic power. Guide this power with thy 
knowledge of the five laws of gold and thou shall share the treasures of Babylon." 

 
Nomisair was able to start again by saving the 10% religiously and taking the advice 
of his employer. He spotted a gap and filled it. Key of his strength was Accountability! 

 

7 –  
The Golden 

lender of 
Babylon  

 

In this chapter, we read the conversation between Rodan and Mathon. 
Rodan is a skilled spear maker, who impressed the king with his service, and was 

rewarded with 50 pieces of gold. This was a tangible gift, seeing Rodan could only 
typically save 1 gold a year. In order words, this gift equated to 50years of savings 
from hard work. 

Rodan's brother in law learns of his good fortune and wants to borrow this gold from 
him - a real dilemma for Rodan who decides to seek the advice of Mathon a gold 

lender. 
Narrating past experiences, Mathon makes him understand the folly of lending the 

money to his brother in law. He starts out with the story of the Ass and the Ox and a 
quote which I have chosen to take to heart "if you desire to help thy friend, do so in a 
way that will not bring thy friend's burdens upon thyself".  
After a look through his treasure chest and narration of a few stories of past 
defaulters, the conclusion is to ensure viability of return before parting with your 

gold/money in the guise of helping a friend.  
The chapter ends with these wise words - 

 BETTER A LITTLE CAUTION THAN A GREAT REGRET! 
 

Do you make a habit of lending or 
borrowing? Write out 2 statements 

from this chapter that will guide you 
from today? 

8 –  
The walls of 

Babylon  

 

An attack which lasted 3weeks and 5 days shows just how secure Babylon is. The 
walls were strong and the soldiers that defended it, in this case, Banzar were so 

assured in its protective ability that they assured everyone with the words ... 
To the old man, the pregnant woman, the young girl- same words "Be not afraid, ...," 

he reassured her. "The walls of Babylon will protect you and ... It was for the safety 
of such as you that the good Queen Semiramis built them over a hundred years ago. 

Again I ask, do you have protection 
for your income? Protection for your 

life? Do you have protection that 
keeps your family safe in the seasons 

of attack? If the answer is ‘No’, please 
sort it today. 
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Never have they been broken through. Go back and tell ... that the walls of Babylon 
will protect them and they need have no fear." 
At first I wondered what this had to do with the story and the analogy drawn with the 

need for sure & secure protection is so true. Lifting these words from the book - "The 
walls of Babylon were an outstanding example of man's need and desire for 
protection." and 
"In this day, behind the impregnable walls of insurance, savings accounts and 
dependable investments, we can guard ourselves against the unexpected tragedies 
that may enter any door and seat themselves before any fireside." 
 

9 –  
The Camel 
trader of 

Babylon  

 

A very straightforward chapter, with an extremely important message 'he who 
borrows is a slave'. Here we read the very sad story of Dabasir who had to leave 
Babylon because his desires for things he couldn't afford had put him in so much debt 
that he even lost his wife. 

Instead of confronting these debts, his solution to his problem was to run 
away. Falling into bad company, he became a robber and ended up being sold as a 

slave. 
With all his dignity taken from him - hair shaved and almost being made a eunuch, he 

came to his senses under the guidance of Sira, his master’s wife.  
After loyal service to Sira, he was given a 2nd chance - a chance to return to Babylon 
to right his wrong...  

Though a perilous journey, His will kept him going and he finally made it back to 
Babylon.  

His experiences with the Camels, while a slave earned him a job with the Camel 
traders in Babylon and true to his resolve, he repaid back all his debts and worked his 

way to earning respect and clout again.  
The chapter ends with the quote "WHERE THE DETERMINATION IS, THE WAY CAN 
BE FOUND" 

 
In addition, we were treated to the 5 tablets kept by Dabasir at this time to help him 

follow through with his plan... 
1. A decision to save, budget and care for his family 

2. A debt repayment plan 
3. A resolve in spite of the reaction of his lenders 

1. Assess yourself! How much do 

you owe? How much do you 
earn? 

2. Write out a plan to get out of 

debt and have savings put 
aside.  
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4. The plan led out of debt but also created wealth 
5. A journal to record his success 
 

My take from this chapter is summed up in these 2 quotes - 
"If a man has in himself the soul of a slave will he not become one no matter what 

his birth, even as water seeks its level? If a man has within him the soul of a free 
man, will he not become respected and honored in his own city in spite of his 
misfortune?" 

"...the soul of a free man looks at life as a series of problems to be solved and solves 
them, while the soul of a slave whines, 'What can I do who am but a slave?" 

The chapter teaches on the strength of the will in helping us confront the attitudes 
that hold us back and keep us captive - it could be, as was Dabasir's case, excessive 

borrowing or even habits like procrastination, lack of discipline... whatever .. The 
truth is persisting in such habits will eventually cost us more than we are willing to 
give and cause us to lose respect. Having the mind of a free man/woman is the ability 

to confront our weaknesses and take realistic steps towards overcoming them.  
 

 

10 –  
The luckiest 

man in 
Babylon 

 

And so the book ends with one of my favourite words - WORK!  
We are treated to the conversation between Sharru Nada & Hadan Gula.  
Sharru, through the misfortune of his brother, was sold to slavery. On his way, he 

was shackled to 3 other men with their ethos in brackets- Megido (hard work), 
Zabado (apathy) and Pirate (bitterness). Thankfully, Sharru adopted Megido's 

philosophy and worked himself to freedom. He simply got himself to like WORK and 
enjoy its benefits "...Some men hate it. They make it their enemy. Better to treat it 

like a friend, make thyself like it" 
There are lessons spread across this chapter - - his devotion to hard work is key,  
- his likeable personality and  

- the relationships he built and fostered along the way (chatting with Megido in the 
market Square, feeding Zabado at the walls, and most importantly, networking with 

Arad Gula). 
We can conclude that Sharru was lucky because of his 'work hard' & 'serve well' 

ethos.  
 

Work, Work, Work! This is the best 
way out of any sink hole you are in. 
Put a plan together to WORK yourself 

to freedom of being debt-free and 
Financially independent. 
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My quotes of the chapter are as follows: 
"Work, thou see, by this, in the time of my greatest distress, didst prove to be my 
best friend. My willingness to work enabled me to escape from being sold to join the 
slave gangs upon the walls. It also so impressed thy grandfather, he selected me for 
his partner." 
"I am glad that work is not reserved for slaves. Were that the case I would be 
deprived of my greatest pleasure. Many things do I enjoy but nothing takes the place 
of work." 
 

 

 


